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Abstract: A fuzzy-controller design by the hybrid of genetic algorithm and particle-swarm
optimisation (F-HGAPSO) is employed for a thyristor-controlled series capacitor (TCSC) to
improve the transient stability of flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS). According to the
variation of rotation speed, a fuzzy controller decides an approximate series capacitance to achieve
a better dynamic response of FACTS. To design the fuzzy controller, a new design approach, the
F-HGAPSO, is proposed. F-HGAPSO introduces the concept of the maturing phenomenon in
nature into the evolution of individuals originally modelled by a genetic algorithm. The maturing
phenomenon is mimicked by particle-swarm optimisation, where individuals enhance themselves
based on social interactions and their private cognition. Simulations and comparisons with other
approaches have demonstrated the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed F-HGAPSO.

1 Introduction

In recent decades, as a result of with economic growth and
industrial automation, modern power systems have become
over expanded and complex. Power-system-stabilisation
control plays an important role in retaining synchronism
during major disturbances resulting from sudden or
sustained load changes, either the loss of generating or
transmission facilities. Power-system stabilisers (PSS) have
been used widely in power systems to enhance the small-
signal stability performance, and several methods have been
devised to deal with the co-ordinated tuning of multiple
stabilisers [1]. Since it is difficult to extend transmission lines
and stations due to environmental protection and urbanisa-
tion, the use of new and existing equipment in the fixed
network for damping these oscillations and increasing
transfer limits is being seriously considered. Power-electro-
nics development and nonlinear control theory have
involved the real application of structural control of
electric power networks. Flexible AC transmission-system
(FACTS) devices are used for dynamically adjusting the
network configuration to enhance steady-state performance
as well as transient stability [2–5]. The thyristor-controlled
series capacitor (TCSC) is an important device in the
FACTS family. With the adjustment of the thyristor, it can
smoothly and rapidly change its apparent reactance
according to system requirement. This characteristic meets
the demands of modern power systems that must operate
flexibly and react quickly. Disturbances typically change the
network topology and result in a nonlinear system response.
Frequently, traditional controllers are analysed and de-
signed by eigenvalue analysis of the linearised power-system

dynamic equations based on a specific operating point. It is
laborious to examine the effect of the controller under
various operating points to ensure that the controller is
working well. Root-locus and bode-plot techniques are as
inconvenient as eigenvalue analysis [6]. Many optimisation
techniques, such as linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) [7]
and linear matrix inequality (LMI) [8], were developed to
design a robust TCSC controller. Nonlinear controls, such
as variable-structure control (VSC), had been proposed for
FACTS-controller implementation to improve the transient
power-system stability [9]. Sliding mode is a robust control
technique, since it is ‘invariant’ to modelling error and
disturbance. The self-tuning or adaptive controller is also
proposed for its control flexibility [10]. Recently, power-
system control by fuzzy controller has been adopted to
match the requirement of constantly changing power
systems [11, 12]. In this paper, we will apply a fuzzy
controller to FACTS control.

A fuzzy system consists of a bunch of fuzzy if–then rules.
Conventionally, the selection of fuzzy if–then rules often
relies on a substantial amount of heuristic observation
to express proper strategy knowledge. To ease the design
effort, several automatic approaches to generating fuzzy if–
then rules have been proposed [13–15], among which is the
evolutionary fuzzy system. The evolutionary fuzzy system
generates a fuzzy system automatically by incorporating
evolutionary algorithms, where the well known one is the
genetic algorithm (GA) [16, 17]. GAs are stochastic, robust,
and global search algorithms with the ability to find near-
optimal solutions in complex search spaces without
derivative information. Since GAs require no prior knowl-
edge about the system’s behaviour to formulate a set of
functional control rules through learning, they have been
applied widely to fuzzy-control design for unknown plants.
Many genetic fuzzy systems, i.e. fuzzy systems augmented
by a learning process based on GAs, have been proposed
[15–20]. Currently, the proposition of a more efficient
genetic fuzzy controller is still a research topic.

A new evolutionary computation technique, the particle-
swarm optimisation (PSO), has been proposed [21, 22]
and recently applied to power-system-controller design [23].
Like GA, PSO is initialised with a population of random
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solutions. Its development was based on observations of the
social behaviour of animals such as bird flocking, fish
schooling and swarm theory. Each individual in the PSO is
assigned a randomised velocity according to its own and its
companions’ flying experiences, and the individuals, called
particles, are then flown through hyperspace. Since PSO
and GA both work with a population of solutions,
combining the searching abilities of both methods seems
to be a good approach, and a new algorithm that combines
the evolution ideas of both is proposed in this paper.

In this paper, control of FACTS by a fuzzy controller is
proposed. To ease the design effort and improve the fuzzy-
controller-design efficiency, the F-HGAPSO approach is
proposed. To demonstrate the performance of F-HGAP-
SO, comparisons with other genetic algorithms are made. A
comparison study is also made between phase lead-lag
controller and the proposed fuzzy controller. These
comparisons have verified the effectiveness and efficiency
of the proposed F-HGAPSO.

2 System model

The flexible-AC-transmission-system controller has been
studied with considerable attention in recent years. Since a
comparative study was necessary, the system considered in
this paper is a typical single-machine infinite-bus (SMIB)
system, as shown in Fig. 1 [9, 11]. The synchronous machine
is described by a fourth-order two-axis model [1]. The
excitation system is represented by a third-order IEEE type
I system, as shown in Fig. 2 [1, 24], where saturation
function SE ¼ AEX eBEX EFD and ceiling voltage limits VR max;
VR min are considered. The configuration is very simple
but the proposed methods are quite general and hence
the application to more complex cases can easily be
implemented.

A TCSC module consists of a series-capacitor and a
parallel path with a thyristor valve and a series inductor.
There is a metal–oxide varistor (MOV) for overvoltage
protection in another parallel path. A complete compensa-
tion system may be made up of several of these modules in
series, and may also include a conventional fixed series-
capacitor bank as part of the overall scheme, as shown in
Fig. 3. TCSC modules have three basic modes of operation:

thyristors blocked, thyristor bypass and partial thyristor
conduction (vernier mode) [25]. For a single module,
there is a gap in the control range between the blocked
and bypassed modes. For a multimodule TCSC, this gap
can be filled in, creating better continuous operating
characteristics and application. The block diagram for the
TCSC model for typical transient and oscillatory stability
studies is shown in Fig. 4 [26]. There are three inputs
for various purposes: an auxiliary signal Xauxilary which
could be the input from an external power flow controller,
the reference Xreference, which is the initial operating
point of the TCSC; and the small-signal modulation
input Xmodulation to provide stability. These inputs sum to
Xdesired which is put through a STC lag. The time constant
TTCSC is associated with the firing controls and natural
response of the TCSC. A typical value is on the order of
15ms for a TCSC similar to that installed at the Slatt
substation. The system data of generator, exciter and TCSC
are given in the Appendix (Section 9), where the
corresponding references [1, 11, 24, 26] indicate from which
the data are obtained.

The complete eigenvalues of the open-loop system, i.e.
without the TCSC, are listed in the first column of
Table 1. It is observed that the electromechanical oscillatory
mode is unstable. When the TCSC is incorporated into the
power system, all eigenvalues are listed in the second
column of Table 1. It is shown that the system with the
TCSC alone has a little damping improvement, but still has
insufficient damping for the electromechanical oscillatory
mode. Some additional control signal can be added into the
TCSC control scheme to damp out the low-frequency
oscillation resulting from the negative damping mode. In
this paper, a fuzzy controller is adopted for this control
objective.

3 Fuzzy-control scheme

The fuzzy-control configuration is shown in Fig. 5. The two
inputs of the fuzzy controller are generator-speed deviation
DoðtÞ ¼ oðtÞ � oref ðtÞ and its change with time Do0ðtÞ ¼
DoðtÞ � Doðt � DtÞ; and the output is a supplementary
signal Xmodulation of the TCSC control scheme. Each fuzzy
rule in the fuzzy system is of the form
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Rule i : if Do is Ai1 and Do0ðtÞ is Ain then Xmodulation is ai

where A is a fuzzy set and a is a fuzzy singleton. Here, we
use a singleton value instead of a fuzzy set in the
consequence. Compared with a fuzzy set, the usage of a
singleton value may reduce the consequent parameters and
ease the defuzzification operation without reducing the
performance. Thus, in practical application, a singleton-
type consequence is usually adopted for fuzzy rules. For
fuzzy set A, a Gaussian membership function with

MðxÞ ¼ exp � x� m
s

� �2� �
ð1Þ

is used, where m and s denote the centre and width of fuzzy
set A, respectively. In the fuzzification process, crisp input x
is converted into a fuzzy singleton and is mapped to the
fuzzy set Aij with degree Mij(x). In the inference engine, the
fuzzy AND operation is implemented by the algebraic
product in fuzzy theory. Thus, given an input-data set
x ¼ ðx1; x2Þ, the firing strength miðxÞ, of rule i is calculated
by miðxÞ:

mi ¼
Y2
j¼1

MijðxjÞ ¼ exp �
X2
j¼1

xj � mij

sij

� �2
( )

ð2Þ

The fuzzy-logic control action is the combination of the
output of each rule using the weighted average defuzzifica-
tion method. Suppose a fuzzy controller consists of r rules;
then the output of that controller is

Xmodulation ¼

Xr

i¼1
miðxÞai

Xr

i¼1
miðxÞ

ð3Þ

In the precondition part, instead of grid-part partition, a
flexible partition shown in Fig. 6 is adopted. This way, we
can avoid the combinational growth of partitioned grids
that occurs in grid partitioning, and the number of fuzzy
rules can be reduced. In applying F-HGAPSO, only the
number of rules should be assigned in advance. Based on
the flexible partition, if the total number of rules is set to r,
then both the number of fuzzy sets in each input variable

and the number of fuzzy singletons in the consequent part
are also equal to r.

4 GAs and PSO

In this section, basic concepts of GAs [16, 17] and PSO [21,
22] are introduced, followed by a detailed introduction of F-
HGAPSO in Section 5.

In GA, a candidate solution for a specific problem is
called an individual or a chromosome, and consists of a
linear list of genes. Each individual represents a point in the
search space, and hence a possible solution to the problem.
A population consists of a finite number of individuals.
Each individual is decided by an evaluation mechanism to
obtain its fitness value. Based on this fitness value and
undergoing genetic operators, a new population is generated
iteratively with each successive population referred to as a
generation. The GAs use three basic operators (reproduc-
tion, crossover, and mutation) to manipulate the genetic
composition of a population.

The PSO conducts searches using a population of
particles which correspond to individuals in GA. A
population of particles is randomly generated initially.
Each particle represents a potential solution and has a
position represented by a position vector �xi: A swarm of
particles moves through the problem space, with the
moving velocity of each particle represented by a velocity
vector �vi: At each time step, a function fi representing a
quality measure is calculated by using �xi as input. Each
particle keeps track of its own best position, which is
associated with the best fitness it has achieved so far in a

Table 1: System eigenvalues

Without TCSC Xfix¼�0.1 With TCSC but without controller
Xfix¼�0.1, Xref¼�0.1

With TCSC and lead–lag controller
Xfix¼�0.1, Xref¼�0.1

o, d 0.1767j5.237 0.0387j5.880 �1.27j6.0*

Ed’, Eq’ �1.0317j0.949 �0.8867j0.917 �0.8877j0.917

EFD, VR �25.8977j24.880 �25.9257j24.907 �25.6077j24.718

VS �4.740 �4.939 �4.948

XTCSC �66.667 �142.706

Controller �3.3327j22.640

*Assigned mode

fuzzy controller TCSC

∆ω

∆ω ′

X modulation

Fig. 5 Configuration of fuzzy control

Fig. 6 Flexible partition on precondition part
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vector �vi. Further, the best position among all the particles
obtained so far in the population is kept track of as �pg:
Based on [22], at each time step t, by using the individual
best position �piðtÞ and global best position �pgðtÞ, a new

velocity for particle i is updated by

�viðt þ 1Þ
¼w ð�viðtÞ þ c1f1 �piðtÞ � �xiðtÞf g þ c2f2 �pgðtÞ � �xiðtÞ

� �	 

ð4Þ

where c1 and c2 are positive constants, f1 and f2 are
uniformly distributed random numbers in [0,1], and w
controls the magnitude of �v. Changing velocity in this way
enables the particle i to search around its individual best
position, �pi, and global best position, �pg. Based on the

updated velocities, each particle changes its position
according to the equation

�xiðt þ 1Þ ¼ �xiðtÞ þ �viðt þ 1Þ ð5Þ
The computation of PSO is easy and adds only a slight
computation load when it is incorporated into GA. In
Section 5, the detailed algorithm for F-HGAPSO is
introduced.

5 Fuzzy-controller design by the hybrid of genetic
algorithm and particle-swarm optimisation (F-HGA-
PSO)

Detailed design of the fuzzy controller by the proposed
F-HGAPSO is presented in this Section. In initialisation,
learning constants and the number of rules are determined.
Then, the parameters of a fuzzy controller are represented
by an individual in the encoding process. The detailed
design algorithm of F-HGAPSO consists of three major
operators: enhancement, crossover and mutation. Details of
these processes are described step by step below:
Initialisation: The total number of rules r should be assig-
ned in advance. The population size Ps , the number of
generations, and the learning constants, including c1, c2 and
w in PSO, and the mutation probability pm, should be
assigned in advance.
Encoding: A floating-point coding scheme is adopted here.
The free parameters to be coded include m, s, and a. Since
the flexible input space partition in Fig. 6 is adopted, the
number of membership functions A on each input variable
is equal to r, the total number of rules. Geometrically, for
each individual, the r randomly generated rules correspond
to r clusters in the space. Since, within the search range,
there is no restriction on the position and width of the input
membership function, these clusters may be located in
arbitrary positions in the input space region and a flexible
partition is achieved. Each individual has the form

jm11js11jm12js12ja1j � � � � � � � � � jmr1jsr1jmr2jsr2jarj
where there is a total of 5r genes. In F-HGAPSO, GA and
PSO both work with the same population. Based on the
encoding scheme, Ps individuals forming the population are
randomly generated. These individuals may be regarded as
chromosomes in terms of GA, or as particles in terms of
PSO. Then, new individuals on the next generation are
created by enhancement, crossover and mutation opera-
tions. For clarity, the flow of these operations is illustrated
in Fig. 7.
Enhancement: In each generation, after the fitness values of
all the individuals in the same population are calculated, the
top-half best-performing ones are marked. These indivi-
duals are regarded as elites. Instead of reproducing the elites
directly to the next generation as elite GAs do, we first

enhance the elites by PSO. By using these enhanced elites as
parents, the generated offsprings will usually achieve better
performance than those bred by original elites. The group
constituted by the elites is regarded as a swarm, and each
elite corresponds to a particle in it. Based on PSO, (4) and
(5) are applied to the elites. Here, �pgðtÞ is the best-perfor-

ming individual evolved so far, either the enhanced elite or
the produced offspring. If the elite i is the offspring
produced by the parents of a previous generation, then �viðtÞ
is set to zero, and �piðtÞ is set to �xiðtÞ, i.e. the newly gene-
rated individual itself. Otherwise, �piðtÞ records the best
solution of individual i evolved so far. By performing PSO
on the elites, we may increase the search ability. Half of the
population in the next generation is occupied by the enhan-
ced individuals, the remainder by crossover operation.
Crossover: To produce well performing individuals, in the
crossover operation parents are selected from the enhanced
elites only. To select parents for the crossover operation, the
tournament-selection scheme is used, in which two en-
hanced elites are selected at random, and their fitness values
are compared to select the elite with better fitness value as
one parent. Then the other parent is selected in the same
way. Two offsprings are created by performing crossover on
the selected parents. Two-point crossover operation is used,
where two crossover sites are selected randomly within the
range of an individual and swapping occurs. These
produced offsprings occupy half of the population in the
next generation.

Mutation: In F-HGAPSO, mutation occurs in conjunc-
tion with the crossover operation. Here, uniform mutation
is adopted, that is, the mutated gene is drawn randomly,
uniformly from the corresponding search interval. In the
following simulations, a constant mutation-probability
Pm¼ 0.1 is used.

6 Simulations

To show the effectiveness of the proposed F-HGAPSO-
based fuzzy controller, simulations on FACTS control are
performed. In addition, control by a traditional lead–lag
controller is also designed and compared with the designed
fuzzy controller.

6.1 Fuzzy controller
By F-HGAPSO, a fuzzy controller is designed automati-
cally. That is, we do not need to conduct the knowledge-
extraction exercise from the domain experts. The only
parameter we need to assign is the number of rules. Then,
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Fig. 7 Flow of the proposed F-HGAPSO
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based on the F-HGAPSO operations described in Section 5,
the fuzzy controller that achieves the best control perfor-
mance may be found. In the designed fuzzy controller, only
four fuzzy rules are set, i.e. r¼ 4, resulting in a total of
20 free parameters. In applying F-HGAPSO, initially, 30
individuals are randomly generated in a population, i.e.
Ps¼ 30, and each individual contains 20 genes. The para-
meters c1, c2 and w are set to 1, 1 and 0.8, respectively. In the
parameter setting, c1 is set equal to c2 generally, so we simply
set c1¼ c2¼ 1. Based on the two selected values, some values
of w are tested, and that with the best performance is w¼ 0.8.
Of course, other parameter values could be tried to achieve
a better performance. To collect the training data, the
following condition is simulated. We assume that at 0.2 s, a
three-phase fault occurs at the second transmission line and
recloses at 0.3 s. The data are collected for the time interval
0–4 s, with a sampling interval of 0.0002s. The root-mean-
square error (RMSE) of o and y is calculated

RMSE¼
X80000
k¼1

ðo� oref Þ2þ0:01ðy� yref Þ2
n o

=80000

" #0:5

where oref is the reference rotation speed, and yref is
the reference rotor angle. The fitness value is defined as
1/RMSE. The evolution is processed for 30 generations and
is repeated for 50 runs. The averaged best-so-far RMSE
value over 50 runs for each generation is shown in Fig. 8.
One designed fuzzy controller is as follows:

Rule 1: if Do is m(1.428� 10�3, 1.144� 10�3) and Do0 is
m(�1.327� 10�6, 2.133� 10�6)

then Xmodulation is �0.148546
Rule 2: if Do is m(�1.137� 10�3, 1.459� 10�3) and Do0 is
m(�1.26� 10�7, 1.387� 10�6)

then Xmodulation is 0.000398

Rule 3: if Do is m(1.583� 10�3, 1.0� 10�3) and Do0 is
m(2.667� 10�6, 1.454� 10�6)

then Xmodulation is �0.557408
Rule 4: if Do is m(�2.58� 10�3, 1.956� 10�3) and Do0 is
m(7.69� 10�7, 1.478� 10�6)

then Xmodulation is 0.156234,

where m(m, s) denotes a membership function with
centre m and width s. The corresponding control result
is shown in Fig. 9. Note that F-HGAPSO is an off-line
instead of on-line operation, i.e., F-HGAPSO is performed
only when all fuzzy control processes are completed.
Since we do not perform F-HGAPSO during the fuzzy
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control process, it will not influence the real-time
operation. In real-time operation, the major consideration
is the time spent on computing the fuzzy-controller output.
If a PC with a Pentium4 2.0GH CPU is used, the
computation time is 2.7� 10�5 s, and is smaller than the
sampling interval.

To show the efficiency of F-HGAPSO, or comparison,
the same fuzzy controller designed by elite GA (EGA)
and traditional GA (TGA) are simulated. In EGA, the
same elite strategy used in F-HGAPSO is adopted, where
reproduction and crossover operations are performed only
on the top-half best-performing individuals. In TGA, the
parents for crossover are selected from the whole popula-
tion instead of from only the elites, and the tournament
selection is used. The elite strategy is used, where the best
individual of each generation is copied into the succeeding
generation. The crossover probability is set to 0.5. The
population size and mutation probability are the same as
those used in F-HGAPSO. For these two approaches, the
average best-so-far RMSE values of each generation
are shown in Fig. 8. From comparisons, we see that
F-HGAPSO achieves the best performance. Though the
above fuzzy controller is designed for a specific condition,
the learned relationship between inputs Do and Do0 and
output Xmodulation can be applied to other situations. To
verify this, another two situations are simulated. For the
first, there is a sudden increment of 0.1p.u. mechanical
torque at 0.2 s and this increment disappears after 100ms.
The corresponding control result is shown in Fig. 10. For
the second, there is a sudden decrement of 0.2p.u.
mechanical torque at 0.2 s and this decrement disappears
after 100ms. The corresponding control result is shown in
Fig. 11. From the results, we see that in disturbance of

sudden increment/decrement on system torque, the combi-
nation of fuzzy controller with TCSC can effectively
suppress the low-frequency oscillation.

6.2 Traditional lead–lag controller
A traditional lead–lag controller with the following transfer
function and generator-speed feedback is designed for
comparison:

Xmodulation

Do
¼ SKW

1þ STW

1þ ST2

1þ ST1
ð6Þ

The parameters of the lead–lag controller are determined by
the pole-assignment method based on the modal control
theory [24]. We can obtain the parameters of the controller
from a simple matrix operation by shifting the unstable
eigenvalue of electromechanical mode to the prespecified
position. The result is listed as follows.
Prespecified eigenvalue: electromechanical mode: �1.27j6.0

Parameters of lead–lag controller: KW¼ 0.3 s, TW¼
0.015 s, T2¼ 1.501 s, T1¼ 0.056 s
The eigenvalues of the system with the TCSC and the lead–
lag controller are given in the third column of Table 1. Note
that electromechanical mode is exactly at the assigned
position. It has been examined, but is not discussed here,
that the TCSC with the lead–lag controller can ensure good
damping for the power system under various operating
points. Control results of the lead–lag controller with TCSC
are also shown in Figs. 9–11, from which we see that the
low-frequency oscillations are suppressed. However, the
performance is still inferior to that of the designed fuzzy
controller.
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Fig. 10 Dynamic response of fuzzy controller with TCSC, lead lag controller with TCSC and without TCSC when there is a sudden increment
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7 Conclusions

In this paper, a fuzzy controller is employed and designed
by a new learning algorithm, the F-HGAPSO, for TCSC
to enhance the electromechanical mode damping of the
FACTS. F-HGAPSO combines the new individual genera-
tion function of both GA and PSO, which together mimics
social behaviour of animals, breeding and survival of the
fittest. A comparison study with a traditional lead–lag
controller and other GAs is made to demonstrate the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed F-HGAPSO-
based fuzzy controller. Simulations and numerical results
show that low-frequency oscillation can be effectively
suppressed by the TCSC with the proposed controller.

Until now there have been some commercial applications
of the mechanical switched SC or TCSC in the American
Electric Power (AEP), the Western Area Power Adminis-
tration (WAPA), and Slatt–Buckley system of Bonneville
Power Administration (BPA). However, since there is more
and more desire for increasing and controlling power
transfer, the TCSC will receive more attention in the future.
The investigations of the TCSC fall into two categories:
power-electronic researches; and TCSC control and opera-
tion-technology researches. Systematic and reliable con-
troller-design methods are necessary and will be continue to
be developed.

The method proposed in this paper can be used for
supplementary controllers such as PSS, HVDC and other
compensators in power systems. More detailed further
investigation relative to co-ordinated multi-FACTS devices
and multibus power systems are underway to arrive at a
more suitable and general synthesis.
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9 Appendix: System parameters and operating
conditions

9.1 Generator and transmission line [1, 11]

MG ¼ 6:44 DG ¼ 1:5 RA ¼ 0:0
Xd ¼ 1:93 Xq ¼ 1:74 X 0d ¼ 0:47
X 0q ¼ 1:14 T 0do ¼ 6:66 T 0qo ¼ 0:44
Re ¼ 0:0 XLI ¼ 0:8 XL2 ¼ 0:8

9.2 Exciter and voltage regulator [1, 24]:

KA ¼ 400 TA ¼ 0:02 KEX ¼ 1:0
TEX ¼ 1:0 KF ¼ 0:06 TF ¼ 1:0
AEX ¼ 0:098 BEX ¼ 0:553
VRmax ¼ 7:3 p:u: VRmin ¼ �7:3 p:u:

9.3 Thyristor-controlled series capacitor
[26]:

Xreference ¼ �0:1 p:u: TTCSC ¼ 0:015 sec
XTCSCmax ¼ 0:0 p:u: XTCSCmin ¼ �0:2 p:u:

9.4 Initial operating conditions:

PG ¼ 0:9 p:u: PF ¼ 0:9 lagging Vt ¼ 1:0 p:u:
Xfixed ¼ �0:1
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